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Telecommunications offers a range of headsets to provide high quality, reliable, and cost effective solutions for the communication needs of the UCF community.
Focus B825-M
Offering seamless connectivity to your PC or smartphone, and integration with leading UC applications, the B825-M is ready to work how you do. With up to 98 feet of wireless range, enjoy mobility while calls and music stay crystal clear. The groundbreaking active and passive noise canceling and immersive stereo of the B825-M headset enable you to concentrate on your calls or your music without distractions. With three precision-tuned mics and sophisticated muting options, your callers can concentrate on you too.

Voyager 8200 UC
The Voyager 8200 UC with its contemporary, boomless design and active noise canceling, Voyager 8200 UC blocks out background noise so you can concentrate on your work or your call in comfort and style. Soft ear cushions, 24 hours of listening time and a 3.5 mm audio cable allow you to play music whether you’re in the office, on a flight or on the go. Roam with ease at a range of up to 30 m/98 ft with a Class 1 Bluetooth® device.
Savi 7200

The Savi 7200 is Wireless DECT-based headset system that delivers hi-fi stereo sound, whether you’re calling customers or colleagues or listening to music. And active noise canceling (ANC) blocks out background noise so you can always stay focused on what’s important. For the most sensitive environments, you can turn up noise canceling with the close conversation limiting feature for additional privacy. For Multi-Device connectivity you can switch seamlessly between mobile and desk phone. Enjoy wireless freedom up to 400 ft.

Voyager 5200 UC

Be ready to take the call, wherever you’re connected. The Voyager 5200 UC Bluetooth headset offers our most advanced, adaptive noise cancelling with WindSmart technology to reduce disruptive noise. It’s ready to work.
Voyager 4210 UC Series

The Voyager 4210 is a mono headset that makes it easy to switch between PC/Mac and mobile devices, so it’s easy to stay connected. A dedicated button gives you quick access to mute, while voice prompts alert you if you’re on mute when you start talking. Enhanced voice alerts tell you connection status, remaining talk time, mute status and more. Your colleagues will know when you’re talking to someone because of the red call indicator light. And, you’ll still hear incoming calls if you step away from your desk.

Experience crystal-clear audio, whether you’re listening to multimedia or collaborating with colleagues, with Voyager 4200 UC Series. Enjoy wireless freedom while you roam the office. Vibrant sound is with you every step within the headset’s 98 ft range.

Voyager 4220 UC Series

The Voyager 4220 is a stereo headset that meets the needs of office professionals as well as IT. With the choice of stereo or mono, crystal-clear audio, wireless freedom, and the ability to switch seamlessly between mobile phone and PC, Voyager 4200 UC Series helps you be more productive and enriches your voice communications experience.

Experience crystal-clear audio, whether you’re listening to multimedia or collaborating with colleagues, with Voyager 4200 UC Series. Enjoy wireless freedom while you roam the office. Vibrant sound is with you every step within the headset’s 98 ft range.
**Blackwire 3210**

Ideal for knowledge workers who need a solution for managing calls on their PC, mobile phone or tablet. Blackwire 3210 offers the comfort and durability of corded combined with flexibility -- at an entry-level price point. Offering PC wideband, a noise-canceling microphone and mono sound, the **Blackwire 3210** headset provide a signature truly outstanding audio experience — ideal for voice, music and multimedia. The dynamic EQ feature optimizes your voice quality when you’re on a call and automatically adjusts the EQ settings when you’re listening to music or multimedia.

**Blackwire 3220**

Ideal for knowledge workers who need a solution for managing calls on their PC, mobile phone or tablet. Blackwire 3220 offers the comfort and durability of corded combined with flexibility -- at an entry-level price point. Offering PC wideband, a noise-canceling microphone and hi-fi stereo sound, the Blackwire 3200 Series headsets provide a signature truly outstanding audio experience — ideal for voice, music and multimedia. The dynamic EQ feature optimizes your voice quality when you’re on a call and automatically adjusts the EQ settings when you’re listening to music or multimedia.
Blackwire 5220

When you need to wear a headset all day, the Blackwire 5200 Series has you covered in the utmost of comfort. Ergonomically designed, it’s comfortable enough to wear all day, on your longest calls. To make it easier for you to work anywhere in the office, it also gives you the freedom to plug into the compatible device of your choice: All models are available with 3.5 mm connectivity and you can choose USB or USB-C. Today’s workplace can be noisy and filled with distractions and you’ll be able to hear and be heard more clearly, enjoy conversation privacy and be more productive. That’s because soft, conforming ear cushions provide passive noise canceling, while a precisely tuned microphone masks nearby conversations.

Calisto 5200 Speakerphone

Portable personal speakerphone with 360˚ audio and USB and 3.5 mm connectivity. The Calisto 5200 portable, personal speakerphone is designed for today’s on-the-go professional. Whether you’re working from the office, your home or elsewhere, Calisto 5200 enables clear, professional conferencing. USB-A and 3.5 mm connectors, provide compatibility with the majority of PC/Mac, tablet and mobile devices, while a 360˚ microphone provides exceptional all-around audio quality.
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Voyager 6200 UC Series

Voyager 6200 UC is a Bluetooth® neckband headset with earbuds that has the versatility to go beyond the office. Transitioning to your next conversation is easy: Connect with colleagues working remotely, listen to music to focus distraction-free or drop an earbud to tune in to the conversation around you. You can count on Voyager 6200 UC for outstanding audio every time.

Calisto 7200 Speakerphone

Designed for 4- to 6-person conference rooms, Calisto 7200 makes sure everyone on the call is heard with crystal clarity. 360° room coverage with echo cancellation ensures disruption-free collaboration. Four directional microphones that provide 360° coverage and filter out unwanted noise. With USB and Bluetooth connectivity and touch-sensitive controls
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For questions or support, contact the UCF IT Telecommunications Service Desk

Mon-Fri 7am-10pm
Phone: (407) 823-5117
Email: servicedesk@ucf.edu
Website: it.ucf.edu